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1. Introduction
Please also refer to the Frequently Asked Questions on the IUCLID website for known issues, and
if relevant, workarounds and advice on how to handle such issues.
The release notes highlight changes compared to the previous published version of IUCLID Data
Extractor.
In the next sections, new features and improvements are identified by the labels NEW and IMP
respectively. Bug fixes are labelled FIX.

2. Version 1.8.0 (January 2022)
This version is a cumulative update to the previous version 1.5.1. Changes since the previous
version are:
IMP Enable compatibility with IUCLID 6 v6
Ref. 638185
NEW Choice of a delimiter in the extraction output data in the normalised extraction mode
Ref. 645082
The version introduces a new set of options for normalised output. It is under Data settings which
is used when configuring a new extraction job. The user has full choice to define a preferred
Column delimiter in the extracted data. To avoid instances of the column delimiter in the text
values being interpreted as a delimiter in the output, they can be replaced with something else,
using the option Replace delimiter with: For example, LF characters may be repaced with “\n”, or a
space character.
The selection panel Data settings has a selection box labelled Remove HTML tags from rich text
fields. By selecting this box, the user can remove any HTML code from the value in richtext field.
Such code may not be visible in the in the web interface of IUCLID. Removing the HTML code can
simplify processing of the output. An example in IUCLID of a field into which HTML can be entered
is Any other information including tables, which is present under many different IUCLID endpoints.
Known issue
The default values for Column delimiter and Replace delimiter with: are set to the same value. This
inactivates the Save button for new extractions, and the Dashboard. A new extraction can be
saved by first changing one of the values in Data settings under normalised output for that
extraction. For example, change Column delimiter to <Tab>. A more general and convenient
solution is to change the default values on the Dashboard, which also activates its Save button.
More detail is given in the installation manual. This is due to be fixed in version 1.8.1.
Ref. 655965
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IMP Allow both JSON and Normalised output in the same extraction job
Ref. 249181
Previously the user had to choose between JSON and Normalised extraction formats in the data
settings panel. Now there is a third option, JSON and Normalised, which enables both extraction
formats in the same extraction job
IMP IUCLID path and label columns renamed in the CSV file
Ref. 645481
In order to increase readability of the raw extraction output files, some columns have been
renamed. Columns displaying only IUCLID or label path information, have been renamed to
“IUCLID path” and “Label path” respectively.
Examples:
FLEXIBLE_RECORD.SubstanceComposition.GeneralInformation.JustificationForDeviations.path.k
ey, has been renamed: IUCLID path
FLEXIBLE_RECORD.SubstanceComposition.GeneralInformation.JustificationForDeviations.path.l
abel, has been renamed: Label path
IMP New Data Extractor installer package for IUCLID version 6.0.0
Ref. 649129
IMP Refresh the data extractor home page at periodic intervals
Ref. 635654
Previously the user had to refresh the home page in order to monitor the progress of the extraction
job. Now the home page refreshes regularly by itself.
IMP Enable trust store configuration for SSL calls to IUCLID.
Ref. 638282
IMP Update to Wildfly version 21.
Ref. 249548
IMP Update to Java 11.
Ref. 249533
FIX The attachments download file was not created. This has been fixed.
Ref. 249531
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FIX The delimiter for the file “attachments_matrix.csv” was always comma. This file lists the
attachment files of an extraction job and it is always provided when such files are extracted. Now
the column delimiter in the file is the same as in the overall extraction job.
Ref. 652831
FIX The progress percentage indicator for an on-going extraction job showed sometimes negative
values. This has been fixed, the indicator proceeds now from 0 to 100%.
Ref. 249480

Known errors under assessment:
Only the last picklist value is exported in case of multiple options
Ref. 654039
IUCLID fields with picklists that allow multiple selection, are not fully extracted. Only the last value
is extracted. Such picklists can be found for instance in IUCLID under REACH at:
•

section 3.5.3 -> Uses at industrial sites -> Technical function of the substance during use

•

section 13 -> CSR contains

3. Version 1.5.1 (09 February 2021)
IMP Line breaks and tabs are removed from extracted text data. The following actions are carried
out:
1. Replacement of line breaks in Windows format ([\r\n]+) by a single space character each.
2. Replacement of tab characters ([\t]+) by a single space each
3. Quotation marks are not added around columns. Quotation marks that are part of a text value
are unaffected.
4. Columns are separated by tabs.
Ref: IUCDEXT-372
IMP IUCLID Data Extractor is compatible with the format of IUCLID 6 v5.
Ref: IUCDEXT-483
IMP Support has been added for Oracle 19c.
Ref: IUCDEXT-490
FIX A definition of an extraction exported from v1.4.0 as a file in JSON format, cannot be imported
back in to v1.4.0. This has been fixed.
Ref: IUCDEXT-504
FIX When large sets of fields are selected for many targets (> 20 K) and the output is Normalised,
OutOfMemory errors occur. This has been fixed and tested for large sets of data.
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Ref: IUCDEXT-511
FIX Where the data submission type was part of a group of types, not all header data were
exported. For grouped submission types, for example REACH group 2, a user is now able to select
the required dossier header fields, which are extracted for all the submission types belonging to
that group.
Ref: IUCDEXT-512
FIX Where there were multiple rows within a literature reference, when the Normalised format was
used, only one of the rows was extracted. JSON was not affected. This has been fixed.
Ref: IUCDEXT-517

4. Version 1.4.0 (19 August 2020)
IMP Group identical submission trees under TOC picklist. When selecting fields, the TOC used in
the display of the fields can be selected from the TOCs available. The selection of TOCs has been
made more compact by grouping together identical TOCs.
Ref: IUCDEXT-327, IUCDEXT-329
IMP How to handle SCIP article notification in Data Extractor. The entity of type Article which is
used for SCIP notification dossiers, has been added to field selection under Other.
Ref: IUCDEXT-476
IMP Retrieve logged in user roles without the use of IUCLID admin user. During installation of Data
Extractor (step 7) there is no longer any need to enter the credentials for the IUCLID user
SuperUser.
Ref: IUCDEXT-489

5. Version 1.3.1 (29 April 2020)
FIX Administration dashboard page. Non-admin users could see the admin dashboard. This has
now been restricted to only admin users.
Ref. IUCDEXT-428
FIX Extracted outcome lacks some IUCLID fields. This was identified as occurring in cases where
documents contain nested blocks and tables with many rows. This has been fixed.
Ref. IUCDEXT-467
FIX H2 sql error during normalisation. This is a non-blocking error that can occur where the
extraction has a large number of targets. A warning message has been added.
Ref. IUCDEXT-441
FIX IUCLIDDE Industry - Login to the extractor is possible with incorrect password. This has been
fixed by the introduction of IDP in to the authentication mechanism.
Ref. IUCDEXT-479
FIX Label and value is missing from json and csv.
Ref. IUCDEXT-429
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IMP Mechanism to upload the manual or to link a manual in an external link. The functionality to
upload a help file and/or provide a URL for it has been added to the admin dashboard.
Ref. IUCDEXT-408
IMP Security assessment findings. The security of the IUCLID Data Extractor was reviewed. A
number of improvements were introduced including the introduction of IDP, which also fixed the
bug as referenced above IUCDEXT-479.
Ref. IUCDEXT-443
IMP Support IUCLID IDP connection in the industry installation process. IDP was introduced, as
referred to above in IUCDEXT-479 and IUCDEXT-443.
Ref. IUCDEXT-451
IMP Ιmpact assessment of IUCLID changes (6.4.0). Added the dossier type SCIP.
Ref. IUCDEXT-444

